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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a suite of methods for extracting temporal
relations from semi-structured and textual Web sources. We
particularly address the needs for building and maintaining
business ontologies, where the time aspects of relations between
companies, between companies and products, and between
companies and customers are important. For example, the date on
which a company acquired another company or when a new CEO
took over is crucial information for business-intelligence
applications. Our methods are geared for extracting business
relations and their time information from three kinds of sources:
Wikipedia infoboxes, Reuter’s news feeds, and news pages
provided by Google. All techniques are integrated into the TOB
framework for timely business ontologies. Our experiments show
that we can achieve fairly high precision for the extracted
information.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Web has become a valuable source of facts that can be
obtained by information-extraction (IE) methods. There is rich
literature on methods based on pattern matching, linguistic
analysis, and statistical learning, for extracting entities and
relations among entities from Web resources. The value-added
information IE can be used to automatically build and maintain
ontologies and knowledge bases, as a substrate for entity-search
on the Web, and as a general asset for future text-mining tasks.
Unfortunately, state-of-the-art IE systems handle time aspects of
real world relations very insufficiently. Time properties are
important in understanding relations, especially in the business
world. For example, when we say that Jack Welch is the CEO of
General Electric, this fact was true between 1981 and 2001 but no
longer holds today.
In this paper, we introduce the TOB toolkit for automatically
building time-annotated business ontologies. We present a suite of
methods for extracting temporal relations from semi-structured
and textual Web sources. As a result, we can map real-world facts
(i.e., instances of binary relations) onto a timeline. In this work,
we mainly focus on business relations. But our algorithms can
work in other domains as well, such as scientific communities
(e.g., the PC chair relation of a conference for a certain year) or
sports (e.g., championship winners). Figure 1 shows an example
of time-annotated facts.
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Figure 1. Sample business relation in TOB
It shows the acquisition relation between two companies: Google
and YouTube. As shown in the figure, every relation in our
system is labeled with time intervals. Based on the extracted and
time-annotated facts, we can answer questions like: Who is the
CEO of General Electric now? What was Google’s revenue in the
year when it acquired YouTube?
There are many good IE systems available for extracting binary
relations from text documents, such as Gate/Annie [28], Snowball
[1], Text2Onto [3], Leila [6], TextRunner [16]. But unfortunately,
none of these systems works for temporal relations with
satisfactory precision. We propose a suite of methods for
extracting and inferring temporal relations from semi-structured
and natural-language text. The contributions are:
• We extend an existing IE tool based on dependency-grammar
parsing to extract temporal relations.
• We introduce a model to represent underspecified time
intervals, which is particularly designed for Information
Extraction.
• We develop new ways of temporal relation inferencing to
deal with situations where a sentence does not yield the
temporal context:
Ontology-level inference allows us to deduce time spans for
facts from time spans of entities. For example, if we cannot
extract the date when “Google acquired YouTube” but know
from the ontology that Google was founded in 1982 and
YouTube was founded on February 15, 2005, we can infer
that the acquisition must have happened after February 15,
2005.
Page-level inference allows us to instantiate relative time
expressions from the date of the page. For example, if a news
page says “Google acquired YouTube last Monday” and if
we can extract “Wednesday, April 2” as the publication date
of the article, we can infer the date of the acquisition.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related
work. Section 3 presents the timely ontology model. Section 4
explains our extraction methods. Section 5 explains our
inferencing methods. Section 6 presents the results of a smallscale experiment with real-life data from Wikipedia, Reuters, and
Google. Our methods achieve remarkably good precision at
reasonable recall level.

2. RELATED WORK
Numerous approaches have been proposed to create generalpurpose ontologies by automatically extracting facts from text
corpora. These approaches use information extraction
technologies that combine pattern matching, natural-language
parsing, and statistical learning; see [20, 23, 14] for overviews
and, for example, [1, 17, 23, 6, 16] for specific techniques and
software tools. Important projects on large-scale fact extraction
include KnowItAll [4], TextRunner [16], Libra [22], Avatar [24],
and Cimple [13, 18]. KnowItAll aimed at extracting and
compiling instances of a given set of unary and binary predicate
instances on a very large scale – for example, as many soccer
players as possible or almost all company/CEO pairs from the
business world. TextRunner has the even more ambitious goal of
extracting all instances of all meaningful relations from Web
pages, a paradigm referred to as “machine reading” [9]. Libra and
Avatar are comprehensive tool suites for extracting records from
Web pages, as an asset towards entity search over the Web (see
also [19] for a similar approach to the search task). Cimple is a
framework for information extraction and integration that has
been successfully utilized to build and maintain the DBlife portal.
A recent line of research is to automatically derive facts from the
automatically understandable parts of Wikipedia. This direction
includes DBpedia [15], Kylin [12], YAGO [7, 29], and the work
by [5, 30]. The DBpedia project was started by extracting facts
from the infoboxes of particular types of Wikipedia articles (e.g.,
on people, cities, companies, music bands, etc.). YAGO exploits
both infoboxes and the Wikipedia category system and integrates
the extracted facts with the WordNet thesaurus in a consistent
manner. YAGO uses various forms of disambiguation and
consistency checking for high accuracy. Kylin has used extraction
techniques on infoboxes, similar to those of DBpedia, but
additionally applies powerful learning techniques to automatically
fill in missing values in incomplete infoboxes.
There is also related research on time aspects in document
retrieval and summarization [8, 10, 11, 29]. [10] introduced ways
to normalize relative temporal phrases. Our approach differs from
these works in two aspects. First, we do not consider time
annotations as isolated entities but as an integral enhancement of a
primary fact. Second, we combine techniques for publication-date
detection with relative time normalization, thus strengthening the
extraction accuracy. An overview of NLP (Natural Language
Processing) techniques for mining temporal information from
texts is given in [21]. Most NLP-centric work addresses ordering
of events, which is not related to our problem.

3. REAL TIME BUSINESS ONTOLOGY
3.1 Basic Ontology Model
The ontology model of TOB is based on the YAGO model [7],
which in turn is a variant of RDF. In YAGO, all objects are
represented as entities, such as companies, people, and products.
Facts are binary relations between two entities. For example, to
state that Elvis won a Grammy Award, we connect the two
entities Elvis and Grammy_Award with the hasWonPrize
relation:
Elvis Presley
hasWonPrize
Grammy_Award
Classes (i.e., entity types) and relations are also entities. For
example, the subclass-relation between the class singer and
class person can be represented as:
singer subClassOf person.

Every fact is also an entity and gets assigned a fact identifier.
Some facts may involve more than two entities, for example, the
fact that Google acquired YouTube on October 9, 2006. In order
to support such n-ary relations in a binary-relation (or RDF
subject-property-object triple) model, YAGO splits the n-ary fact
into a primary fact and associated facts. The associated facts are
represented by relations that hold between the identifier of the
primary fact and the remaining arguments. For the example, if the
fact Google acquired YouTube has the identifier #1, we
can represent the remaining part of the ternary relation as:
#1
happenedOn 2006-10-09

3.2 Time-Enhancement for the Ontology
The key characteristic of TOB in going beyond YAGO is that
every fact should have a time interval indicating when the fact
happens. Our model uses basic time intervals as elementary
building blocks. A basic time interval is a calendar date (e.g.
2008-06-03), a year (2008), a century (15th century BC) or any
other time literal. We propose to model the time range of a fact f
by 4 relations, which each hold between the identifier of f, idf, and
a basic time interval:
idf
startsAfter
t1
idf
startsBefore
t2
idf
endsAfter
t3
endsBefore
t4
idf
This representation means that f starts after the start of t1, it starts
before the end of t2, it ends after the beginning of t3 and it ends
before the end of t4. We use basic time intervals instead of time
points because in many cases, we do not have the exact
information on when the fact starts and ends. The basic time
intervals are constrained as follows, where start and end denote
the starting and ending times of intervals, respectively:
start(t1) < end(t2); start(t2) < end(t3); start(t3) < end(t4);
We call the quadruple of t1, t2, t3 t4 a fuzzy time range and
abbreviate it as follows in this paper:
f: [t1, t2, t3 t4]
If we know the start time of f and the end time of f, we set t1=t2
and t3=t4. If one of the basic time intervals is unknown (and thus
one of the time facts is missing), we write a question mark “?” to
substitute the unknown bound. The question mark can be seen as
the basic time interval that represents the infinite time interval
from the far past to the far future.
For example, assume we know that Jack Welch became CEO of
General Electric at some time between 1980 and 1982
(inclusively). He retired between 2000 and 2001. Then the fact
“Jack Welch was CEO of GE” can be expressed as follows:
id1
Jack Welch
isCEO
General Electric
id2
id1
startsAfter
1980
id3
id1
startsBefore
1982
id4
id1
endsAfter
2000
id5
id1
endsBefore
2001
An abbreviation of the fuzzy time range is: [1980, 1982, 2000,
2001]

3.3 Work Flow of TOB
Figure 2 shows the system architecture and workflow of the TOB
toolkit. The main building blocks are explained in the subsequent
sections.
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Figure 2. Work flow of TOB.

4. RELATION EXTRATION
4.1 Pattern Based Relation Extraction

In [6], Leila outperformed other pattern-based methods in terms of
extraction accuracy. However, Leila supports only binary-relation
extraction; thus, it is of limited use for TOB.
We have developed an extension of Leila, coined E-Leila, which
can deal with ternary and quaternary relations to capture facts
together with their time intervals. The algorithm is outlined in
Figure 5.

In contrast to the text-oriented pattern matching by prevalent tools
like Gate/Annie [28], Snowball [1], or TextRunner [16], our
pattern-based extraction focuses on structured and semi-structured
data, a typical and most prominent example being infoboxes in
Wikipedia. This approach has been used in prior work (by YAGO
[7] and DBpedia[15]), but in TOB we not only deal with basic
relations (e.g., CEOs of companies), but also aim to associate the
extracted facts with time annotations. Our general rationale for
addressing these kinds of semi-structured sources is to bootstrap
the ontology with high-quality facts that are valid with very high
confidence.
For example, here is a piece of code from the infobox in the
Wikipedia article about Google in the Wikipedia Markup
Language:
num_employees = 16,805 ([[Dec31]] [[2007]])

Our TOB tool uses pattern matching to extract the following fact:
Google hasEmp 16,805 [2007-12-31, 2007-12-31,
2007-12-31, 2007-12-31]

4.2 Link Grammar Based Relation Extraction
For high coverage (recall) of business facts we need to consider
textual Web pages, most notably news pages. We use E-Leila, a
novel extension of Leila [6], to extract facts from texts.

4.2.1 Leila
Leila builds on a deep parser for natural-language sentences based
on a link grammar [25] (aka. dependency grammar). This yields a
rich, graph-based feature representation of a candidate sentence,
and the actual fact extraction uses statistical learning (e.g., SVMs)
on this representation.In the graph representation of a sentence, a
relation r is reflected by the linkage (path) between two named
entities (proper nouns). A pattern is the linkage in which two
entities (source and destination) have been replaced by
placeholders, as shown in Figure 3. A bridge is the shortest path
from one placeholder to the other. A pattern matches a linkage (of
a newly seen test sentence) if the bridge of the pattern appears in
the linkage.

Figure 3. A sample pattern.
The example in Figure 4 is matched by the pattern of Figure 3.

Figure 5. E-Leila pseudocode
The DateRecognition function takes a sentence as input, and
outputs a date list which includes all the date instances in the
sentences. Here, dates include years and months. We recognize
dates mainly by patterns.
The GetVerb function detects the main verb in the relation fact,
such as “acquired” for the “Google acquired YouTube” example.
The GetPreposition function identifies the preposition that
precedes the date entity. In our algorithm, we only deal with date
entities that indeed have a preposition.
The HasLinkage function checks if there is a direct linkage
between the preposition and the primary verb. If there is such a
linkage, we have found a temporal property of the primary fact.
The GetTimeRelation composes new temporal facts from the
primary fact id and the dates that have a linkage to the primary
verb. It constructs different time facts for different prepositions
(see Table 2).
Table 1.Prepositions and the time intervals for time t
Preposition
in, on, at, during
since
after
before
till, until, by

Time Range
[t, t, t, t]
[t, t, ?, ?]
[t, ?, ?, ?]
[?, ?, ?, t]
[?, ?, t, t]

In the following we show an example of the algorithm:
Input:
Microsoft acquired Tellme in May 2007 and acquired Colloquis
Inc in October 2006.
Result of Link Parser:

Take as an example the fact f = Google hasCEO Eric
Schmidt with an unknown time interval. We know that the life
span of Google is [1998-09-07, 1998-09-07, ?, ?] and the life span
of Eric Schmidt is [1955-04-27, 1955-04-27, ?, ?]. So the time
interval of f can be narrowed down as:
[?, ?, ?, ?] ∇ [1998-09-07, 1998-09-07, ?, ?] ∇
[1955-04-27, 1955-04-27, ?, ?] = [1998-09-07, ?, ?, ?]

Result of Leila:
Microsoft

acquired

TellMe

Microsoft

acquired

Colloquis_Inc

This may leave the time annotation underspecified, but it
constrains the possible dates and is thus very valuable for further
inferencing and for querying the ontology at a later stage. Note
that the ∇ operator is different from the fuzzy time range
intersection ∩, which could be defined in a similar way. ∩ could
be used, e.g., to compute a more precise fuzzy time range from
two fuzzy time ranges for the same fact.

5.2 Page Level Inferencing

Result of Extended Leila:
Microsoft acquired TellMe [2007-05,2007-05,2007-05,2007-05]
Microsoft acquired Colloquis_Inc [2006-10, 2006-10,
2006-10, 2006-10]

5. TEMPORAL RELATION INFERENCE
Often, there is no temporal information in the same record or
sentence that contains the primary fact. Our goal in TOB is to
have every fact associated with a time interval. To this end, we
have developed new ways of inferring temporal annotations from
context information: the existing ontology itself and the Web page
where we found the primary fact.

News pages contain many relative temporal phrases, such as
“today”, “last Monday”, “this year”, etc. This makes the
extraction of proper time points or time intervals much harder.
In TOB, we aim to normalize these relative temporal phrases by
inferencing from the page context. We do this in two steps:
1.

Publication date identification: This is the date when the
page was published. It is key feature for news articles, and
indeed often detectable for news and Web pages of well-run
organizations (as opposed to arbitrary Web pages).

2.

Relative temporal phrases normalization: The relative
temporal phrases are translated into absolute time intervals
by inference from the publication date.

5.1 Ontology Level Inferencing
Most entities have a life span in which they participate in events.
Companies, for example, do not exist prior to their foundation or
after their dissolution. Formally, the life span of an entity e is a
fuzzy time range that indicates the time in which e can participate
in facts. The life span can be computed as follows, depending on
the type of e:
•

if e is a fact, its life span is as defined in Section 3.

•

if e is a individual entity such as company, person, etc., the
start date is the foundation date of the company or the birth
date of the person. The end date is the dissolution date of the
company (e.g., bankruptcy or acquisition by another
company) or the death date of the person.

•

in all other cases (e.g. if the entity is a Website address), the
life span is [?, ?, ?, ?].

A fact can only hold during the life spans of its arguments. More
formally, if the fact is about the two entities e1 and e2, and e1 has
life span T1 and e2 has life span T2, we may narrow down the fuzzy
time range T of the fact as follows:
T := T ∇ T1∇ T2
Here, ∇ is the time inferencing operator, defined as follows for
two fuzzy time ranges T1=[t1, t2, t3 t4], T2=[t1', t2', t3', t4']:
T1∇ T2 := [laterStart(t1, t1'), ?, ?, earlierEnd(t4, t4')]
The functions laterStart and earlierEnd return the basic time
interval that has a later start and an earlier end, respectively. We
use the infinite time interval “?” in the startsAfter and
endsBefore component, because without other information, the
end bound of the start time and the start bound of the end time of
the fact are unknown.

5.2.1 Publication Date Identification
There are three sources where the publication date may appear:
•

URL: The publication date may appear in the URL, such as
for
example
in
http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/
2008/04/02/obama-wants-gore-on-his-team/

•

Metadata: The date also may appear in the metadata, for
example: <meta name="pub_date" content="20070315"/>

Main Text: When neither URL nor metadata provides a date,
we analyze the text of the page. There are often good cues for
the position of a publication date:
o It is between the title and the main text.
o It follows keywords like: “Published”, “Posted”, or
“Publication Date”.
o It follows the author name.
We use a rule-based algorithm based on these cues to identify the
publication date.

•

5.2.2 Relative Temporal Phrase Normalization
We normalize the relative temporal phrases to absolute dates by
adding or subtracting time spans from the current date. Currently,
our system supports the phrases shown in Table 2. This part of our
work was inspired by [10].
Table 2. Example for Relative Temporal Normalization
(assuming the current date is 2008-03-03)
Example
Temporal Type

Before Normalization

After Normalization

Day

Tomorrow

2008-03-04

Week

Last week

2008-w09

…

Month

April

2008-04

20

hasStockMarket

126

126

99% ±1%

Year

Three years ago

2005

21

hasIndustry

103

96

92% ±5%

22

bornIn

101

94

91% ±5%

94

93

97% ±3%

…

6. EVALUATION
6.1 Setup

27

We prepared different corpora for experimental evaluation:

28

hasEquity

5

5

78% ±22%

29

hasSlogan

96

84

86% ±7%

1608

1540

96%

•

•

•

Wikipedia companies:
We compiled 350 Wikipedia articles about US companies
that
are
listed
in
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
List_of_United_States_companies. These pages are used to
test our pattern-based extraction algorithm.
Reuters company descriptions:
We downloaded 276 Reuters company description pages,
listed at http://stocks.us.reuters.com/stocks/lookup.asp. We
use this dataset to test the link-grammar-based relation
extraction algorithm.
Google News pages:
To test our page-level temporal inferencing methods, we
collected 438 news pages from the Google News Archive
with publication dates different from the current date.

6.2 Results
6.2.1 Results on pattern-based extraction
The 350 Wikipedia company articles included 274 infoboxes. We
manually chose 29 attributes which are common in company
infoboxes, like “key people”, “company type”, “foundation”,
“headquaters”, “net income” etc.
From these 274 infoboxes, we extracted 4520 facts. There were
439 facts with a time property. There were also 261 infoboxes that
contained the foundation date of the company.
We manually assessed the precision of the results. The manual
evaluation is unobjectionable, because there is hardly any
ambiguity in the business facts (unlike in relevance assessments
for query results, e.g., where subjectivity plays a role). Since we
could not evaluate all extracted facts, we evaluated a random
sample for each relation type. The results are shown in Table 3.
We computed the Wilson confidence interval for α=0.05 and
increased the sample size until the interval shrank below ± 10%
(unless there were not enough facts for a specific relation type).
The last row of the table shows the average precision over all
relation types. These results prove that our method achieves a
very high precision.
Table 3. Precision for extraction from infoboxes

hasWebsite

Total

6.2.2 Results on link-grammar-based extraction
We applied our E-Leila tool to the 276 Reuter company
description pages. We focused on the relation of “acquisition”
(which are ample in the Reuters data but would be very sparse in
Google News). We extracted the facts about business acquisitions
manually from the corpus. There are 304 acquisition instances in
the corpus; 300 instances have time annotations. The results of
this experiment are shown in Table 4. Our methods performed
very well in terms of precision, on both extracting primary facts
and extracting the time intervals using E-Leila. Recall was about
30%; this may not appear impressive, but high-precision
information extraction usually and often inevitably has relatively
low recall as its input may include arbitrarily difficult naturallanguage sentences. Our recall figure is in line with results on
general-purpose IE tools on simple relations.
Table 4. Result of relation extraction on Reuters pages
System

Total

Found

Correct

Error

Precision

Recall

Leila

304

110

102

8

91% ±5%

34%±5%

E-Leila

300

95

89

6

92% ±5%

30%±5%

For a few input sentences, we could extract the primary fact, but
not the time intervals. These (relatively few) cases were caused by
somewhat informal, colloquial language use, such as the
following:
1. There is no preposition preceding the date phrase. For
example: “November 16, 2007, Ultralife Batteries Inc.
completed the acquisitions of Stationary Power Services,
Inc.”
2. The preposition is not directly connected with the date. For
example: “During the year ended December 31, 2007,
Thomson Corp completed the acquisition of Deloitte Tax
LLP Property Tax Services.”

Relation Type

#Eval

#Correct

Precision

6.2.3 Results on relative temporal normalization

hasStockSYMBOL

100

100

98 ± 2%

2

hasSubsidy

56

50

87 ± 8%

We annotated the 438 Google News Archive manually with their
true publication date. Then we ran our publication-date
recognition algorithm on them. The result is shown in Table 5:

3

hasDivision

46

43

90% ± 8%

4

hasEssets

5

5

78% ±22%

#Eva

Correct Number

Incorrect Number

Precision

5

hasProduct

104

77

73% ± 8%

438

335

103

76% ±4%

1

Table 5. Publication-date recognition result

…
10

hasFullName

120

119

98 ±2%

11

hasNumOfEmployee

114

110

95 ±4%

Due to the various page styles in news pages, our precision is not
very high but still fairly good. False positives result from some

pages without proper publication date in the considered context
and from pages that have posting dates for comments.

[12] Fei Wu, Daniel S. Weld: Autonomously semantifying
wikipedia. CIKM 2007: 41-50

After the publication-date recognition, we ran our relative
temporal phrase normalization algorithm. We manually checked
the results: there were 1407 instances correctly normalized, and
there were 171 instances which our algorithm handled incorrectly.
Thus, the precision is about 89%.

[13] A. Doan, R. Ramakrishnan, F. Chen, P. DeRose, Y. Lee, R.
McCann, M. Sayyadian, and W. Shen. Community
information management. In IEEE Data Engineering
Bulletin, Special Issue on Probabilistic Databases, volume
29, 2006.

7. CONCLUSION

[14] Eugene Agichtein, Sunita Sarawagi, Scalable Information
Extraction and Integration, Tutorial, KDD 2006,

In this paper, we presented the TOB toolkit for automatically
building time-annotated business ontologies. In contrast to the
ample prior work on general-purpose information extraction, our
methods are particularly geared for extracting temporal relations
from semi-structured and textual Web sources and perform much
better than standard methods. Furthermore, we have developed
new ways of temporal relation inferencing for facts without time
intervals. Our experiments have shown that we can achieve fairly
high precision for the extracted information.
For future work, we aim to integrate our system with YAGO to
enlarge the YAGO ontology. Meanwhile, we will study the
problem of informal, colloquial language input which E-Leila
currently couldn’t process.
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